[Ocular biometric measurements with a slit-lamp method (Orbscan)].
To evaluate the accuracy and reproducibility of the biometric measurements obtained with the Orbscan((R)) device in normal eyes. Anterior chamber depth, axial length, and corneal diameter were studied in 50 normal eyes of 25 patients using the Orbscan((R)) device and A-Scan ultrasonography. For each eye, two exams were done successively and reproducibility was calculated by analyzing the difference between both measurements. The reproducibility of anterior chamber depth and corneal diameter measurements obtained by Orbscan((R)) was high (respectively 0.721.25% and 0.831.40%). The anterior chamber depth measurements by Orbscan((R)) and A-Scan ultrasonography were strongly correlated (rs=0.92;p<0.001). The axial length measurement obtained with the Orbscan((R)) device was less reproducible (3.554.11%). For the axial length, the Orbscan((R)) measurements and A-Scan ultrasonography measurement was poorly correlated. (rs=0.64; p<0.001). The anterior chamber depth measurement obtained with the Orbscan((R)) device showed high reproducibility and it was strongly correlated with the measurement obtained by A-Scan ultrasonography. Axial length measurement obtained with the Orbscan((R)) device was less reproducible and poorly correlated with the A-Scan ultrasonography measurement. It was not relevant for clinical application.